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OBJECTIVE
 
The objective of this study was to provide a switch with a true
 
hermetic seal within the present envelope of existing switches.
 
Switches selected for this study were the M936-2 (a high current
 
switch) and the M938-1 (a multiple contact, low current switch).
 
These two switches represent the two types of terminal configur­
ations that would be encountered in most switch designs. Seal
 
-
leakage rate was to be less than 1 x 10 7 scc helium per second
 
at one atmosphere-differential pressure. These are the basic
 
design goals set for this program.
 
The low current switch, 1242-1, met all'design goals and passed
 
all testing without requiring further design or modification.
 
The 1241-1 switch met design goals; however, terminal strength
 
did not meet torque requirements and further design is necessary
 
to elevate this switch to production status. Due to need for
 
redesign of terminal studs, the switch will necessarily exceed
 
it's original envelope by a small amount, to allow for a thicker
 
terminal seat and the stud material will also have to be changed
 
to meet torque requirements.
 
PRE-DESIGN
 
Pre-design involved investigation of the study with respect to
 
schedule and with respect to particular design problems to be
 
overcome.
 
Basic requirements are that the seal must be true hermetic and
 
that switch configuration must be retained. Seal interfaces to
 
be considered are the header to housing seal, screw heads to
 
housing, and header and terminal seals.
 
The terminals presented the greatest problem since they had to
 
interface with the present switches and also had to be fusion
 
sealed. As a result, some internal switch parts had to be revised
 
for this study. These parts were revised only to meet new inter­
face requirements and were not revised from their actual function.
 
The high current terminal was the greatest problem since it was a
 
special design that appeared to have no predecessors among terminal
 
manufacturers. Initially, it appeared that the terminals would
 
have to be manufactured independently of the header, and then
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fused to the header. Since terminal seal interfaces could be
 
damaged by heat shock, it was felt that terminals would have to
 
be attached to the header utilizing high temperature solder.
 
This would provide high temperature switch operation and also
 
high stud torque capability. A layout was made of the switch­
terminal interfaces, and subsequently drawings of the terminals
 
were prepared and sent to more than thirteen vendors. Vendor
 
response showed the high current feed-thru to be beyond the
 
capability of many vendors and a special design for those few
 
vendors who repsonded favorably. After discussion with the
 
vendor finally selected, it was decided to integrate terminals
 
and header into one assembly. The terminals and header are
 
to be nickel plated for corrosion resistance and for solderability.
 
Header plate material for the high current terminals is to be
 
stainless steel and ceramic insulators kill be used for the feed­
thrus. The 1242-1 header material is to be cold rolled steel
 
and glass insulators will be utilized.
 
Screws are utilized to retain the header to the switching unit
 
and to retain the housing and the switching unit. This problem,
 
of how to seal the screw heads effectively, is not readily
 
solved. With the present configuration, welding is out of
 
consideration and so is brazing. it appears that a solder
 
fillet at the screw head is the best means of sealing in that
 
area so the least heat input is applied to switch non-metallic
 
parts. It is conceivable that welding could be considered if
 
the screw heads were redesigned to permit welding, and if header
 
material and housing material are of a weldable alloy. Since
 
terminal design was the primary problem and since'it's final
 
design would affect the screw to header material interface, it
 
was initially seen that screws should be soldered. Terminals
 
were initially to be soldered to the header; but, since an
 
integral header will now be made, it could be possible to seal
 
header screws by welding, if special design is undertaken. The
 
press of schedule rules out this possibility at present, since
 
time and testing would be involved before design could be com­
pleted.
 
Housing design involves a change in materials, if welding is to
 
be considered. Alternatives for the housing seal are electron
 
beam welding, laser welding, or solder sealing. Other forms of
 
welding offer assembly temperatures which would be too high for
 
the switching unit and could result in component damage. Cata­
log sources for enclosures were consulted (Zero Manufacturing,
 
Hudson Tool and Die, and Moorlee). It appeared that a weldable
 
enclosure, which was already tooled, was unavailable.
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Contact was made with Solar, Division of International Harvester
 
Company, concerning electron beam welding. It was felt that the
 
nickel plated header material would be weldable and that the
 
housing need only be changed from aluminum to stainless steel
 
to afford a welded header to housing assembly. Since screws must
 
be soldered to the housing and purge fittings also soldered to
 
the housing, a nickel plating must be utilized here, too.
 
Header to Housing Welding
 
In consultation at Solar, with our assembly configuration, it
 
was seen that the switch housing could be electron beam welded
 
to the header. Header materials were selected by the header
 
vendor and will be 304 stainless for the 1241-1 type switch
 
and AISI 1018 cold rolled steel for the 1242-1 type switch,
 
These headers will be watts nickel plated to afford solderability
 
to the assembly screw heads.
 
A major problem was the availability of housings; however, it
 
was pointed out that housings could be built up of tubing or
 
from rolled sheet and then brazed to make an assembly. The
 
material would have to be of stainless for weld capability and
 
would also have to be watts nickel plated for solderability.
 
The possibility of using a material whose surface is solderable
 
and is also weldable was an unforeseen advantage in the design
 
development of the headers for these switches.
 
In the case of a welded cold rolled steel header, a corrosion
 
resistant finish must be applied to the weld bead to prevent
 
rusting. This treatment is an unknown at this time.
 
A particularly vexing problem in the case of a welded header is
 
the fixturing necessary to weld a bead on the square housing.
 
There is no readily available fixture and would, therefore,
 
require design and tooling to overcome this difficulty. On
 
inspection of the header to housing weld, it appears deceptively
 
simple as a tooling problem. Further thought shows what a subtle
 
problem it really is. Simple tooling to accomplish the task does
 
not appear feasible and a method of accomplishing it has not been
 
worked out, although a gear type concept has been conceived.
 
Due to the press of schedule, it is felt that welding is not
 
feasible at this time and perhaps for this switch configuration,
 
since soldering must be employed for screw heads and for purge
 
fittings.
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DESIGN
 
Due to schedule limitations it was felt that welding would be 
out of the question. Since soldering was to be employed for 
sealing screw heads and purge fittings, it was felt that a
 
solder sealed housing would offer a readily producible seal
 
and would be compatible to soldering operations anticipated.
 
Headers for both switches were designed utilizing integral
 
terminals so no assembly of terminal to header was required.
 
Switch internal part changes were limited to sub-header and
 
contact configuration changes to allow assembly to the header.
 
The basic switch actuator and other sub-assembly parts were
 
unchanged. Housings were modified in order to be compatible
 
with the new header design. Since deep drawn housings, as
 
purchased, contained wide dimensional variation, it was necess­
ary to size the housing entry so that proper clearance for a
 
solder seal could be obtained. The housings were tin plated
 
(fused) for solderability. Additionally, a strip of material
 
was machined all around the inside of the housing to act as a
 
solder barrier during the solder operation. This strip exposed
 
bare aluminum and would not wet with solder; thereby acting as
 
a barrier against excess solder being pulled into the housing.
 
Screws were stripped of cadium plating and were tin plated
 
(fused) for solderability. The vendor selected for header
 
manufacture was also to be utilized for induction soldering.
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CONSTRUCTION
 
The headers were redesigned on both switches to provide a
 
glass or ceramic feed-thru for each of the terminals. In
 
light of the goal of maintaining the configuration as closely
 
as possible, and in view of the schedule requirements, it was
 
decided that a solder seal would require thd least change in
 
existing configuration. A welded seal would have required a
 
steel housing and a change in header-to-housing interface
 
affecting the envelope of the end item.
 
Header feed-thru design and development was subcontracted to
 
Physical Sciences. Competitive bids were obtained for feed
 
thru design and we received only two responsible responses
 
to this request for quote. Based on prior past experience
 
working with Physical Sciences, and their close proximity to
 
our facility, they were selected.
 
1241
 
The header is 304 stainless steel and the insulating material
 
is a proprietary Physical Sciences material, under the trade
 
name Durock 204. The original design for the 75 ampere studs
 
was to braze an Inconel X750 sleeve over beryllium copper
 
stud- The beryllium copper was plated with Watts nickel.
 
Several attempts at different combinations of brazing temper­
ature, plating processes, and fits between the sleeve and the
 
stud were unsuccessful. The braze would not uniformly wet
 
between the faying surfaces. The design was changed to the
 
configuration tested, which is an Inconel sleeve flanged on
 
the top side of the header to mate with a corresponding flange
 
on the stud. The seal between the sleeve and stud is accom­
plished by a peripheral weld around the flange using electron
 
beam welding technique. Due to an oversight on the part of
 
Physical Sciences, the small studs were unnecessarily designed
 
to the same configuration as the large studs. The stud mater­
ial, for compatibility with the weld to Inconel, was changed
 
to OFHC copper. The procurement drawing required that the
 
1/4 inch stud meet an 80 inch/pound torque, and the number six
 
stud meet a 12 inch/pound torque. Dielectric testing of the
 
first header resulted in a breakdown, from the 1/4 inch stud
 
to the header, of 1600 VAC which was attributed to a combin­
ation of the width of the air gap, a sharp point or protrusion
 
on the periphery of the flange, and the humidity. Since the
 
specification requirement is 1,000 VAC, the criteria for the
 
header was reduced to 1,500.
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The header is C018 cold drawn carbon steel and the contacts
 
are made of Alloy 52, copper cored 446 stainless. The insul­
ating media is potash-soda batium glass. No problems were
 
experienced manufacturing this header.
 
The headers for both switches are integrated assemblies with
 
the insulating material fused directly to the structural
 
header. Both headers have a Watts nickel jliting, ALMS 2403F.
 
The 1241 header has a tin fused plating, MIL-T-1027 Type I
 
fused, on top of the Watts nickel. - The difference in finish 
on the two headers permits evaluation, in this development 
program, of these two finishes in a solder seal. Solder seal 
requires a closer fit between the sealing surfaces than that 
used on the prior designs of the M936 and M938. To accomplish 
this fit, the deep drawn canswere swedged to a fit tolerance. 
In the design phase, concern for penetration of flux and
 
solder to the interior of the switch caused an investigation
 
into a barrier that would be effective, yet producible. The
 
technique employed was to remove the plating finish on the
 
interior of the can 0.2 inches down from the lip, in a strip
 
.03 inches wide. This exposed bare aluminum on the interior
 
of the switch which is protected from the environments. The
 
bare aluminum will not wetT the solder, and acts as a barrier.
 
In the interest of keeping the temperature exposure of the
 
switch mechanism to a minimum, the method of soldering used
 
was induction heating. The screws in the header and the can
 
on the 1242 were sealed with a flat soldering iron. The screws
 
were stripped and tin fuse plated for soldering. On the 1241,
 
the screws in the header were induction soldered immediately
 
prior to soldering the can to the header. This technique
 
proved far superior, providing a more uniform solder fillet.
 
The screws thru the can on the 1241 were sealed with a circu­
lar iron that was induction heated.
 
The 1241 was sealed with a 60-40 cored solder, SN60WRAP3. The
 
use of cored solder in the induction sealing process results in
 
the solder flowing ahead of the flux at least during the initial
 
wetting action. It would appear that cored solder is not the
 
most desireable material to use with induction heating. The
 
1242 was sealed using a coreless 60-40 solder bushing on a
 
rosin flux 3ust prior to applying heat.
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TESTING
 
No failures were experienced during any of the environmental
 
tests- The only failures experienced were during the torque
 
test and during post-vibration dielectric tests.
 
During torque and terminal strength testing of the 1241, the
 
1/4 inch terminal stud exhibited evidence of yielding'at
 
approximately 50 inch/pounds. Testing was inlediately stopped.
 
A minor yield of the terminal akially was observed. This yield
 
was caused by the screw jack action of the nut reacting against
 
the washers and then the flanges of the stud. It was decided
 
to move this test to the end of the test program since a
 
fracture of the stud would have resulted in a'leak, and would
 
have terminated the test program at this point.
 
Following overload testing, the terminals were tested for
 
torque and were found to be quite soft. A cap nut was installed
 
on the stud which had not been stressed, and torque was applied
 
to 40 inch/pounds before the stud yielded. Bottoming the cap
 
nut on the end of the stud permitted application of a radial
 
torque with no axial loads. The yielding took place at the
 
minor diameter of the thread. No yielding was observed at
 
the flange. The maximum torque that can be applied to the
 
1/4 inch studs without damage is 35 inch/pounds. A speciali
 
fixture was made to apply the torque to the periphery of the
 
stud flange. Torque applied at this point on both studs met
 
the 80 inch/pound requirement with no damage to the Durock.
 
The number six studs torqued with a cap nut, yielded at 5 inch/
 
pounds. A special fixture applying torque to the periphery
 
of the stud flange on two studs, met the 12 inch/pound require­
ment with no damage to the Durock material. The maximum torque
 
that can be applied to the number six stud without damage is
 
4 inch/pounds.
 
The 1241 terminal 13 high potted to case during the post-vib­
ration functional test. The breakdown occurred at 600 VAC.
 
It was decided to complete testing since this circuit is not
 
used in the overload tests. Following the final seal test,
 
the dielectric breakdown was still in evidence. No sign of a
 
leakage path was visually discernable under an 18 times micro­
scope. However, two small cracks are evident, extending
 
tangentially from the stud, .020 inch in one case and .040 in
 
the other. The cracks appeared to be limited to the meniscus
 
of the insulator. The portion of the header immediately
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surrounding this contact was removed from the switch. Visual
 
examination of the under side of the terminal stud and the
 
mating portion of the header and contact pin, revealed no
 
cause of the breakdown. Subsequent to removal of the fiber­
glass pin board section from the terminal stud, the high pot
 
was lost. Cause of the dielectric breakdown was not determined.
 
During overload testing on the 1241, the power supply was cali­
brated to a load of 1540 amps. The switch was then inserted
 
into the test circuit and current was monitored with a hot wire
 
recorder. Six cycles were performed on the switch. Recorded
 
current showed that 1350 to 1400 amps were being made and inter­
rupted by the switch, instead-of 1500 as required. In evalu­
ating time 'ON" to time "OFF" periods for this overload testing,
 
it is seen that the equivalent heating effect of this lower
 
current is nearly that of a 1590 amp overload operating at one 
second "ON, 19 seconds "OFF", since the "ON" time was the order 
of 1.2 seconds in three instances. Teledyne Kinetics added the 
overload test to test the Durock material for exposure to the
 
thermal rise characteristics of this size load.
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POST TEST TEARDOWN ANALYSIS
 
After development testing was completed, the switches were
 
opened by removing the entire center portion of the housing.
 
Examination of the switch interior showed the following
 
characteristics.
 
1242-1
 
Solder flux was present at the seal joint at the header. The
 
solder joint appeared fully wetted along the lap joint. The
 
solder barrier, which had been machined into the housing,
 
appeared-to have no function during the solder operation,and
 
can probably be deleted. The insulated segment of the control
 
disc was seen to contain two depressions where the contacts
 
had formed a permanent deformation. This was probably caused
 
by material cold flow during the high temperature testing
 
portion of the testing program. Since later designs have
 
deleted this epoxy segment, it is recommended that this change
 
be incorporated on this switch also. No flux could be detected
 
in the interior of the housing, except for a small amount in
 
the fillet between the housing and the lap joint where flux
 
could be expected to be found.
 
1241-1
 
The 1241 switch was opened and the internal parts examined'for
 
defects or damage. The solder joint appeared to have somewhat
 
more voids than on the 1242-1 switch. This is attributed to
 
the cored solder.that was used in sealing the header to housing.
 
Incomplete wetting occurred in some areas,since the flux was
 
not flowing ahead of the solder but was contained within the
 
solder preform. The barrier did not come into use during the
 
soldering operation since the solder was confined as a fillet
 
in the lap joint area. The epoxy segment on this switch also
 
showed permanent depressions from the contacts. As before, it
 
is recommended that the epoxy segment be deleted. Flux was
 
only to be found in the area of the solder fillet below the
 
header. Some black sooty arc deposits were to be seen in the
 
area of the high current contacts. This was to be expected,
 
-due to breaking 1350 amperes during the overload portion of the
 
test program.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
 
The study program has been successful. The ability to fusion
 
seal these switch configurations within their prior design
 
envelopes has been demonstrated.
 
The following recommended changes should be incorporated in
 
subsequent units of these configurations.
 
A. 	 Solder sealing of screws and housing to header should
 
be accomplished by induction heating only. Solid core
 
solder and a brush on, sparingly applied,rosin flux
 
should be utilized.
 
B. 	For solderability, both headers should be tin fuse
 
plated over the Watts nickel plating.
 
C. 	 The studs in the 1241 header will be of a stronger
 
alloy, such as molybdenum. Also, the flange will be
 
designed to withstand the axial force introduced by
 
the screw 3ack action of the nut. The smaller studs
 
will be made of a steel alloy directly fusible to the
 
Durock, or will simply be made of a stronger material
 
in the present configuration.
 
D. 	 The machined barrier strip around the inside of the
 
housing can be deleted since it performed no function
 
in solder sealing either switch. The solder remained
 
as a fillet in the area of the lap joint, which was an
 
unexpected advantage seen in solder sealing these
 
switches.
 
E. 	Any further configuration changes for these switches
 
should incorporate the latest state-of-the-art; such
 
as, a motor control disc in which the epoxy segment
 
is deleted and the Teledyne Kinetics motor.
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ADMINISTRATIVE DATA
 
PURPOSE OF TEST
 
The purpose of this document is to define the procedures used
 
and data obtained during development testing of switch 1241-1
 
and switch 1242-1.
 
MANUFACTURER
 
Teledyne Kinetics
 
410 South Cedros Avenue
 
Solana Beach, California 92075
 
PART NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION
 
One (1) each switch types were submitted for test. They are
 
identified as follows:
 
Description Teledyne Kinetics P/N Serial'No.
 
Switch 1241-1 0001
 
Switch 1242-1 0001
 
APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
 
1. Teledyne Kinetics drawing 1241, Rev. N/C
 
2. Teledyne Kinetics drawing 1242, Rev. N/C
 
3. Teledyne Kinetics drawing M938, Rev. E
 
4. Teledyne Kinetics drawing M936, Rev. F
 
5. MIL-STD-202
 
6. NASA Contract NAS 9-11470
 
7. Teledyne Kinetics DTP 1241/1242
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TEST CONDUCTED BY
 
Teledyne Kinetics
 
410 South Cedros Avenue
 
Solana Beach, California 92075
 
Component Evaluation Laboratories
 
Division of AETL
 
1432 Potrero
 
South El Monte, California 91733
 
Electrical Department
 
DATE TESTING COMPLETED
 
23 June 1971
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ABSTRACT
 
One (1) each switch type 1242-71 and 1241-1 have been subjected
 
to development testing.
 
The schedule of tests performed was in accordance with DTP 1241/
 
1242 as required by the statement of work per NAS9-11470.
 
Testing was performed in accordance with the required procedures
 
and the test samples complied with all specification requirements
 
with the following exceptions.
 
I. 	During terminal strength testing, it was found that terminals
 
were yielding at less than specified torque for the 1241-1
 
switch. This testing was discontinued and it was decided to
 
perform this test at the conclusion of all other testing.
 
This testing and analysis has been included as an addendum
 
to this report.
 
2. 	Leak rate values at CEL measured higher than values recorded
 
at Teledyne Kinetics. Since these values were of the proper
 
order of magnitude, even though higher than 1 x 10- 7 scc/sec,
 
testing was continued and Teledyne Kinetics leak test values
 
were relied upon for accuracy. CEL leak rate values were
 
useful for comparison of leak rates before and after shock
 
testing.
 
3. 	Overload testing at 1500 amps was set up and adjusted to
 
about 1540 amps at 27.2 VDC without the switch installed.
 
The switch was installed and one cycle was performed upon
 
which a recording instrument appeared to fail. The test
 
was discontinued and the malfunction traced to smoke rising
 
from the hot-wire recorder, which is a normal situation.
 
Six cycles were then performed per the test requirement
 
and the testing was discontinued.' Upon inspection of the
 
test recording, it was seen that the switch only made a
 
1400 amp inrush current, which dropped to 1350 amps before
 
interruption. Three cycles of current showed an "ON" time
 
of 1.2 seconds,which on an 12t basis at 1350 amps is about
 
95% of the heating developed for 1500 amps at 1 sec. on.
 
On this basis the heat rise was roughly equivalent to the
 
specified values,although the actual current value at
 
interruption was lower than 1500 amps.
 
4. 	Following overload testing, a dielectric strength breakdown
 
at about 600 VRIMS was experienced on terminal 13 of the
 
signal circuit. At teardown inspection, the breakdown was
 
duplicated. The offending terminal and mating pieces were
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cut from the assembly for analysis. Two cracks in the
 
surface of the ceramic could be seen with the aid of a
 
stereo-microscope. Upon separation of the terminal from
 
the mating piece, the breakdown path disappeared or was
 
destroyed in disassembly since the breakdown could not be
 
duplicated. No explanation for the breakdown can be deter­
mined from analysis. It is felt that breakdown was probably
 
due to a conductive particle lodged on the insulator surface,
 
since the condition was not permanent.
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1.0 TEST REQUIREMENTS
 
Each test switch was sub3ected to the following schedule
 
of tests performed in the sequence shown.
 
1241-1 switch 1242-1 switch
 
Test Para DTP 1241 Para DTP 1242 
Acceptance Test Plan DATP 1241 DATP 1242 
Terminal Strength *3.2.5 pullonly - 3.2.5 
Seal 3.2.2 3.2.2 
Operating Temperature 3.2.6 3.2.6 
Seal 3.2.2 3.2.2 
Temperature Cycling 3.2.7 3.2.7 
Seal 3;2.2 3-2.2 
Shock 3.2.9 3.2.9 
Seal 3.2.2 3.2.2 
Vibration 3.2.8 3.2.8 
Acceptance Test Plan ** DATP 1241 DATP 1242 
Overload 3.2.10 
Seal 3.2.2 
Terminal Strength * 
2.0 TOLERANCES
 
2.1 Standard conditions
 
Unless otherwise specified herein, testing was conducted
 
in the following environments.
 
Temperature +25 ± 150 C (+75 ± 250 F)
 
Relative Humidity 35 to 55 percent
 
Barometric Pressure 30 ± 2 in. Hg
 
2.2 Tolerances
 
Unless otherwise specified, the maximum allowable toler­
ances on test conditions (exclusive of instrument accuracy)
 
were as follows.
 
*1241-1 switch experienced stud terminal torque failure. 
An analysis and recommendations are included at the end 
of the test report. .. . ..
 
**Signal circuit 13 exhibited dielectric breakdown at 600
 
VAC, 60 Hz.
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Temperature ±30C (±50 F)
 
Altitude ±5% (1,000 to 10- 3 torr)
 
Humidity -±6%
 
Vibration amplitude ±10%
 
Vibration frequency ±2% or 1Hz
 
Random vibration ±1.5db 10 to 500 Hz
 
±3db 500 to 2000 Hz
 
Circuit Load voltage ±3 VDC
 
Circuit load current
 
Motor terminal voltage ±0.2 VDC
 
Time ±5% reading
 
Temperature stabilization 30C (50F) change per hour
 
2.3 Test Equipment
 
All test equipment utilized in conducting this test
 
program complied with the accuracies and calibration
 
procedures of MIL-Q-9858 and are traceable to the
 
National Bureau of Standards.
 
2.4 Notice of Deviation
 
In the event of a switch failure or out of tolerance
 
condition, Teledyne Kinetics engineering received verbal
 
notification wirhin eight (8) working hours.
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3.0 	 PROCEDURES AND RESULTS
 
3.1 	 Preliminary Tests
 
Test samples were tested and measured to conform with
 
DATP 1241 or DATP 1424 as applicable. Measurements
 
performed were seal test, operating voltages, timing,
 
motor 	current, voltage drop, dielectric strength, and
 
insulation resistance.
 
Measured values were in accordance with the DATP require­
ments.
 
3.2 	 Terminal Strength
 
The 1242-1 switch solder terminals were subjected to
 
a pull force of ten pounds at 450 from the normal axis
 
for 15 to 30 seconds. Force was applied at the top of
 
the solder loop. There was no evidence of insulator
 
damage or terminal damage.
 
The 1241-1 switch stud terminals were subjected to a
 
pull force of fifty pounds on the 1/4-28 terminals and
 
a pull force of thirty pounds on the 6-32 terminals.
 
There was no evidence of terminal or insulator damage.
 
1/4-28 studs were then subjected to torque testing in
 
which 	yielding was seen to occur at about fifty inch
 
pounds torque. Investigation of stud materials and
 
construction indicated that the studs would not meet
 
specified torques; however, the switch would not be
 
hampered in meeting the remaining environmental test
 
requirements due to this condition. Therefore, torque
 
testing was terminated and placed at the end of testing
 
in the teardown analysis phase of this program.
 
3.3 	 Post terminal strength leak testing was performed on
 
both switches. Mass spectrometer and gross leak testing
 
showed bbth switches within required leak rates.
 
3.4 	 High Temperature Testing
 
Both switches were placed in a temperature chamber in
 
which 	temperature was 160 0 F. Contacts were energized
 
with rated inputs and voltage drop was monitored through­
out the four (4) hour period. Transfer time and peak
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motor current were recorded during the last cycle of
 
actuation. Both switches performed within DATP require­
ments and no evidence of deterioration or out-of-spec
 
performance was noted.
 
3.5 nigh Temperature (Re-entry)
 
The switches were subjected to a 2000F ambient temperature
 
for fifteen minutes. The switches were cycled five times
 
during the last five minutes of exposure and actuator
 
current and transfer time were measured and recorded. Both
 
switches met requirements and no evidence of malfunction
 
or physical deterioration was noted.
 
3.6 Post High Temperature (Re-entry)
 
Post high temperature (re-entry) leak testing was performed.
 
Mass spectrometer and gross leak testing showed both
 
switches to be within specified leakage rates.
 
3.7 Low Temperature Testinq
 
Both switches were placed in a temperature chamber in
 
which temperature was -650F. Contacts were energized
 
with rated inputs and voltage drop was monitored through­
out the four (4) hour period. Transfer time and peak
 
motor current were recorded during the last cycle of
 
actuation. Both switches performed within requirements
 
and no evidence of deteriorations or out-of-spec perform­
ance was noted.
 
3.8 Post Low Temperature
 
Post low temperature leak testing was performed. Mass
 
spectrometer and gross leak testing showed both switches
 
to be within specified leakage rates.
 
3.9 Temperature Cycling
 
Both switches were subjected to temperature cycling in
 
which two temperature chambers were utilized. Testing
 
was performed per MIL-STD-202, method 102, test condition
 
D; except high temperature was 950 C (+2000F). One chamber
 
was set at -55 0C (-670F) and the other chamber was set at
 
950 C (+2000F). Switches were alternately cycled from the
 
cold chamber, to the hot chamber with a short time spent
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at 	rbomarnbient between each temperature extreme. This
 
temperature cycling was continued for five cycles. Upon
 
completion of testing, no damage or deterioration was
 
noted.
 
3.10 Post Temperature cycling
 
Post temperature cycling seal testing was performed on
 
both switches. Mass spectrometer and gross leak testing
 
showed both switches to be within specified leak rates.
 
3.11 Pre-Shock Test Leak
 
Pre-shock test leak testing was performed at CEL to
 
establish a reference leak rate on their equipment.
 
The 1241-1 showed a leak rate of 1.36x10- 7 scc/sec and
 
the 1242-1 showed a leak rate of 4.30x10- 7 scc/sec on
 
their mass spectrometer. These leak rates were greater
 
than 1 x 10- 7 scc/sec as specified; but were of the
 
proper order of magnitude. It was decided to continue
 
testing and to use these values as a reference for
 
post shock leak testing.
 
3.12 Shock Test
 
The switches, with wiring attached, were subjected to
 
shock levels of 50 g for 11 milliseconds, two directions,'
 
in each of three axes for a total of six shocks. No
 
damage or deterioration was noted as a resuit of this
 
test.
 
3.13 Post Shock
 
Post shock seal testing was performed at CEL on their
 
equipment. The 1241-1 switch exhibited a leak rate of
 
1.38xi0- 7 scc/sec and the 1242-1 showed a leak rate of
 
3.16xi0- 7 scc/sec. As before, these values were in excess
 
of 	the specified 1 x 10- 7 scc/sec; but were in-agreement
 
with the pre-shock leak test values, indicating that the
 
seals were unaffected by shock testing.
 
3.14 Vibration Testinq
 
Switches were sub3ected to superimposed sinusoidal and
 
random vibration. Sinusoidal vibration was to be 15 g
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peak from 5 to 2000 CPS, limited to 0.4 inch D.A. Due
 
to equipment limitation, the low end of the frequency
 
spectrum below 20 CPS was not able to be maintained at
 
the proper level. Randdm vibration was 0.13 92 per Hz
 
from 5 to 2000 Hz for an overall level of 16.7 GEMS.
 
Vibration was conducted in each of three axis for ten
 
minutes per axis (five minutes in each switch position).
 
The switch wiring was attached and supported during the
 
test. No deterioration or damage was noted at the
 
conclusion of testing.
 
3.15 Post Vibration Testing
 
Post vibration testing consisted of DATP testing of seal,
 
operating voltage, timing, motor burrent, voltage drop,
 
dielectric strength and insulation resistance. The
 
switches passed all testing except that the 1241-1 switch
 
exhibited dielectric failure at 600 VRMS 60 Hz on circuit
 
13. With the aid of a stereo-microscope, two small
 
cracks were noted in the surface of the ceramic, extending
 
outward from the central conductor. Since this defect
 
would not affect the remaining overcurrent test on this
 
switch, it was felt that analysis of this hypot failure
 
could be deferred for failure analysis during the teardown
 
inspection of the switch.
 
3.16 Overload Testing (1241-1 Switch Only)
 
Overload testing was conducted on this switch making
 
1400 amps and breaking 1350 amps for a period of one
 
second "ON" nineteen seconds "OFF", for six cycles.
 
Stud temperature was monitored dtiring this test by
 
utilizing a thermocouple mounted between the hardware
 
retaining nut and a jam nut. Temperature excursion after
 
the first pulse was 41'F rising from 930 F to 134 0 F.
 
Temperature rise after the last pulse was an excursion
 
of 80 F rising from 194 0 F to 202 0F.
 
3.17 Post Overload Testing
 
Post overload seal testing was performed on the 1241-1
 
switch. The switch passed both mass spectrometer and gross
 
leak test within specified values.
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ADDENDUM
 
TERMINAL STRENGTH TESTING AND ANALYSIS
 
At the conclusion of all other testing, terminals were sub3ected
 
to torque testing. The 1/4-28 terminal was tested to destruction
 
by tightening a nut against the hardw.are. Failure of the ter­
minal seat was experienced at 40 inch/pounds. The nut was
 
tightened to complete failure. The stud seat will require a
 
thicker section to prevent the diaphragm effect, which leads to
 
destruction of the seat. Actual thickness to be chosen will,
 
in turn, depend upon the ultimate choice of stud material.
 
Increasing the stud seat thickness will cause the switch height
 
to increase by the amount of seat thickness.
 
The remaining 1/4-28 stud terminal was torqued, using a cap nut,
 
so that pure torque could be applied to the stud. The stud
 
yielded at the minor diameter of the thread at 40 inch/pou-nds.
 
Since the actual ceramic-metal seal interface had not been
 
torqued to specification values, a special fixture was mad6 so
 
that the stud seat could be torqued and, therefore, apply torque
 
to the actual seal. The 1/4-28 stud seals were subjected to
 
100 inch/pounds, at which point they failed. One seal gave way
 
in about five seconds at 100 inch/pounds; the other seal gave way
 
in about ten seconds under this torqce. The failure appeared
 
between the center conductor and ceramic interface where the
 
ceramic generally failed by localized shattering at the shear
 
interface.
 
The 6-32 studs were torqued with the nut against the hardware.
 
Jack screw action of the nut caused the stud to fail in tenslon
 
at five inch/pounds torque applied to the nut. A cap nut was
 
installed so that pure torque could be applied to the terminal.
 
At five inch/pounds, the terminal proceeded to fail at the minor
 
thread diameter. A torque fixture was made, which gripped the
 
terminal seat at it's periphery. In this way, pure torque was
 
applied to the ceramic seal. The ceramic was torqued to 20 inch/
 
pounds, at which point failure occurred.
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From this testing, it appears that the ceramic-metal seal will
 
withstand torques in excess of that specified; but stud material
 
must be changed to a stronger material of high conductivity in
 
order to fulfill original specification requirements. Since
 
copper and copper alloys would all be subject to softening at
 
the ceramic fusion temperature, a different basic material is
 
needed. From discussion with American Metal Climax Company, it
 
appears that molybdenum is a good choice for strength, conduc­
tivity, and heat resistance characteristics. It is readily
 
weldable and is machineable for our purposes. Special care will
 
need to be taken to provide an inert atmosphere during the
 
ceramic fusing process, so that oxidation of molybdenum will not
 
occur. This is not an insurmountable problem and should be
 
readily accomplished. In discussing with the header manufacturer
 
the use of molybdenum for studs, there appears to be no produci­
bility problems and this recommended change can be incorporated
 
easily.
 
Basic changes will be to specify molybdenum for terminal studs
 
and to provide greater stud seat thickness on the 1/4-28
 
terminals.
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SDZVz/7PAIt,! iIT TEST J2 41 
EQUIPMENT LIST
 
DESCRIPTION AND MODEL NUMBER IANTFACTURER SER. NO. 
1211?, -c- / , -,,2ZL- I / - ­
?ZVsf j'/r7/leet j-4 ~ _____/~t 67 e 
./-Cr4/ - -/pe />76tr ___-I
C2,5-c, /cc' 

/AIN J3/O7 ____/ 
'/ .. otC/ ~ 0 "~ !57/g~S F, vs 
ATELla 2-4-Page 2w
 
24'~?"TEEEHNFPage 
* KNETIS 
C 
DATP 1241 Sheet 1 of
 
REV: A DATE:
 
B 

D 
S 

DATP TEST DATA SHEET P/N(K):1241-1 REV: S/N(K) :-
PART NAME:POWER TRANSFERI P/N(CUST) :N/A REV:At/ S/N(CUSP) :N/A 
SWITCH, MOTORIZED SPEC (COUST) :REF. MC452-0036 EV: P.o.: 
FUNCTION REQUIREMENTS & ACTUAL DATA STA±MP
 
FINISH(CASE): Tinned per MIL-T-10727 Type I (Reflow
 
& Fusion)
 
TERMINALS: Barrier type per MIL-R-6106
 
CONDITION: Complete Assemly free of detrimental 
 I
 
I
defects
VISUAL 

EXAMINATION DECALS: Nameplate (1)Test Warning (1)Terminal desig­
nations (B)Schematic (l)Polarity Symbols (3)
 
NAMEPLATE DATA: 	Item name,order no.,mfg., date,
 
Teledyne Kinetics S/N,Teledyne Kin­
etics P N. U.S.
 
HEIGHT,overall:3.50±.03 HOLES(4) :.218+.004-.002
 
HEIGHIT,flanges:.69±.03 HOLE SPACING:2.625+-.010
 
DIMENSIONAL LENGTH,overall:3 .14±.03 HOLE SPACING:1.375±.010
 
CHECK LENGTH,cover :2.02+1 HOLE PAT.LOC:.25±-03
 
WlDTH,overall:2.16.03 HOLE PAT.LOC:.39±.03
 
WIDTH,flanges: .57±.03 STUDS(6): #6-32
 
WEIGHT :1.15LB.MAX. STUDS(2): 1/4-28
 
l.FINE: Leakage rate no greater than 10-7cc/sec.
 
SEAL TEST 2-GROSS: 	AP l atm, T=std. ambient, t=z2 minutes min­
no continuous stream of bubbles.
 
NOTE: Use inert liquid bath-

TO NC P03 jTO NO P03I7 2I 
OPERATING VOLTAGES: 22-40 VDC Z II-----
SIGNAL CIRCUIT BREAK: 2 MS MIN 
OPERATING @ 22 VDC before power circuit 
VOLTAGES, transfer 
TIMING, SIGNAL. 2 MS MIN &fterpwr.:_ckt 
CIRCUIT transfer _____ 1-
MOTOR MAKE @ 2 MS MIN -before motor 
CURRENT 22 VDC cut-off 
TESTS TOTAL" OPERATING TIME: 85 MS MA
rT(, 22 VDC 
MOTOR CURRENT: 6.8 AMPS MAX @ o/,S 1.!@ 
VOLTAGE 2 2-1 AVG.
 
DROP 15MV MAX @ 2 AMPS (DC) 12-13 AVG. IA
 
TESTS 1oMV MAX @ 25 !PS(DC)A-A2AVG.

NO ARCING
 
DIELECTRIC -OR LEAKAGE @ PWR & SIG CKTS TO CASE 
STRENGTH IN EXCESS OF 1000 PWR TO SIGNAL CIRCUITS 
__-_ 19 \x 
TESTS 500 Microamps 
VRMS OPEN@MO.CTSTOCAEPWRPOSI ION-PWR&SIG CKT 4& 6 j sC,SIG o 
 \)

500 CKTS, 
_s 
 oPEN POSITION-MOTOR CKTS 	 ©\ 
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DATP 1241 Sheet 2 of
 
REV: DATE:
 
FUNCTION REQUIREMENTS & ACTUAL DATA AAMP 
100 MEGS MIN PWR & SIG CKTS TO CASE I 
INSULATION PWR TO SIGNAL CIRCUIT 64 A 
RESISTANCE 550 VDC OPEN POSITIONS-PWR&SIG CKTS 
TESTS 50 MEGS MIN @ MOT. TO CASE,PWR&SIG.CKTS 5 I.4) 
100 ± 2 C OPEN POSITIONS-MOTOR CKT
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TEST DATA SHEET DTP1241
 
1241-1 SER. NO. g2o/
 
TERMINAL STRENGTH PARA. 3.2.5-

VALUES OF PULL 1/4-28 STUDS
 
& TORQUE TO BE .y#50 LB. PULL 
'APPLIED FOR ONE 4 PASS Z- FAIL
 
MINUTE ON EACH 75 IN. LB. TORQUE
 
TERMINAL PASS PAIL V/
 
INITIAVj&j2 4 DATE 6--u -7f 
6-32 STUDS
 
,0030 LB. PULL
 
PASS E-'" FAIL
 
10 IN. LB. TORQUE
 
PASS FAIL L/
 
INITIAL4 CF .C.DATE )-3­
/Yt' / -z e z 8z~z5
K/vlz- Oy74,,, Jo Pag-e7 
-z Jrs-, ,C.,t. ,T r-lV­
g $TLEDYrNE P.a3ge 27 
TEST DATA SHEET DTP1241/1242
 
SEAL TEST PARA. 3.2.2
 
POST f/1AqL JTPtb6t,9 TEST 
SWITCH/ #/-/ SER. NO. /
 
PERFORM TEST PER DATP 1241
 
1. 	FINE LEAK TEST 
METER READING - -
CONVERTED READING _ 4d2iO-0TBAE __ _ 	 __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ 
DATE - 2/.
 
AMD. TEMP. ________
 
PASS _ -_ FAIL 	 INITIAL 
2. GROSS 	LEAK TEST
 
PASS _ FAIL
 
AME. TEMP. z'A
 
DATE /O- 7/ j fTIME ______________INITIAL 
"TELEDYE Page 28 
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___ 
__ 
____ 
__ 
__ 
__ 
______________ _____ 
______________ 
______________ 
_______________ 
________ 
________ 
______________ 
_____________________ 
TEST DATA SHEET DTP1241/1242
 
HIGH V1 LOW TEMPERATURE PARA. 3.2.6.1 
SWITCH /E/R-/SER. NO. 
VOLTAGE DROP
 
c S~ TEMP TIME CYCLE DATE INITIAL6_.v~?~7 /4f-2mAiPc
/o -I_41-2- _ /-12-
__._ 1 3 __ _ . 9 - z. ,P ,7--¢ K I. 4 
__' 
_ 
_ 2o 2 IU -'C 3/o,7 K2 ,*? L21111-2LJ4- Y ______ 
___/,1 __ ,o 

/i._ __ 2167, - _ _,/__ .
 
__'_ _7i/c. ­
_ t o 2, "7 .__ __. 
___ 
___, __ 
I 72 -7 "',/s -I___ I,7o, 2 L__ 2 C) .7 I . ,/< r __/0.7 -/9 I;.' _i-/,__ I_ 
-~ __ _ Z'7 
/o,7 7,9 ~2. 14 1o /V.. 71//ia I/1o' i______ 
IT, 2-o 2 ~ . z<-1
 
6/0- 1 ~ 2,? I0 I
 
___ 
__,_ /6 t .'o'" i9f,"__ 
___. 7 __ l6.< 2.0 ,6 g. z,.
 
-__ 

__._I 
_: ,__.__ II 
RECORD TRANSFER TIME ANDT MOTOR CURRENT DURING LAST CYCLE OF 
OPERATION Z (PYg£-. r""J.4.Y ojrl/l(_:1,r-
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TEST DATA SHEET DTP1241/1242 
HIGH TEMPERATURE (RE-ENTRY) PARA. 3.2.6.2 
SWITCFI/2/-/ SER. NO. 
2000F AMBIENT FOR 15 MINUTES 
CYCLE SWITCH 5 TIMES AT 1 CPM 
® 28 VDC 
.5 TRT- T7 sr '. / C !A,t3:.;~ :d /L 
APPLIED 
VOLTAGE 
VOLTS 
kV 
2f_ iV 
- v 
A.- V 
)J-
-
ACTUATOR 
CURRENT 
AMP 
o'--___ ,_, 
.­4 f'n<: 
/-,-
/-~Pcat. 
s%$.9-: /14,K,' 
TRANSFER 
TIME 
MSEC 
.&<- r. 
1-" . ,.: 
-<--St ,, +--
,s Q" z. 
.c4'o_.' 
TEMP 
1Q6,0? 
/f, 
/ 
LZ21 
/9I7cT 
TIME CYCLE 
t,'6.0' / 
:'&o' I 
,w/ so' 
q7"io' 2: 
; 0 '' 3 
DATE 
//,.--u,, 
INITIAL 
/1 , 
_________ 
.1./ - tent Ir o: ,, /% f:7-vroo' 30 
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TEST DATA 	SHEET DTP1241/1242
 
SEAL TEST 	PARA. 3.2.2
 
POST/ 7 /i & Avz&Y§) TEST 
SWITCH /Z?4'-/-/ SER. NO. _ 
PERFORM TEST PER DATP 1241
 
1. 	FINE LEAK TEST
 
METER READING 
__
 
CONVERTED READING / _fl _ 
TIME 
___ 
DATE -7 
_/ 
AMB. TEMP..-7z zr"
 
PASS 6____ FAIL INITIAL
 
2. 	GROSS LEAK TEST 
PASS - C- FAIL 
AMB. TEMP. Z & 
DATE _ _________i _ _ 
TIME 	 __-___INITIAL ®r 
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TEST DATA SHEET DTP1241/1242
 
HIGH LOW / TEMPERATURE PARA. 3.2.6.1 
SWITCH 12V/ SER. NO. 
VOLTAGE DROP
 
- ',k%4x 75-4 (O / 7-YnSrx/4',2_ TEMP TIME CYCLE DATE INITIAL41-Az 11-1-/ 12.13
 
/0,2 /,7 _2, 200r /1,,1r z
 
/1d 1.2 2. 1 -6of //,'wao sy.2 -&C___II._ I,__ 2,2 __! ,0' L' _____ 
/o,9? 1, 2 . _ -"-OF -/2', I­
/,2 /,_ 2.3 /2o 2A? -6/t: 

, ___A 2,2 -2.Lto 1- 2"
 
/,3 1,? 2. - --gs' /:t xc 
__ __/0,2 1.7. 
_ ___ 
/o,_ 1./7 ilff..____ -W 2,.. jff _ _ U_/,Z /1,7 2.2- -111-2 cis- /­/01., I47 2,.! f2o /,3 = 
/0, /,7 2., ___ -ir-t 2,/c /r,__-_ 
.. /0.4 12, 2, ___ -t'A 2too ,Q12_ ____ 
/0.5' / . 2,.3 _-S FI , ./s- I 
/0,/ f,' 2, _ -AzF 3:,,o 19 //.,,,r 4_. _ 
RECORD TRANSFER TIM4E AND MOTOR CURRENT1 DURING LAST CYCLE OF 
OPERATION /N-or" fueIe?..t-'r7tT ,Zexz.c 
X -f r,,1St 
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TEST DATA SHEET DTP1241/124t
 
SEAL TEST PARA. 3.2.2
 
POST 1-,) TcA-I/' TEST 
SWITCH/a4/-/ SER. NO. 2__ 
PERFOR24 TEST PER DATP 1241
 
1. 	 FINE LEAK TEST 
METER READING c!2/ jWvrS 
CONVERTE) READING __30459-f 
TIME _ _ _ 	 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
DATE .- /&-/-

AMB. TEMP. 7?%: ©
 
PASS 	 __ FAIL INITIAL 
2. 	 GROSS LEAK TEST 
PASS C- FAIL 
AM B. TEMP. __________DATE - -Z@
 
TIE 	 d w/a INITIAL 
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TEST DATA SHEET DTP1241/1242
 
TEMPERATURE CYCLING PAPA. 3.2.7
 
SWITCH/-</ SER. NO.
 
TEST PER MIL-STD-202, METHOD 102, CONDITION D EXCEPT HIGH TEMP.
 
SHALL BE 95 0C (2000 F)
 
DATE PERFORMED /&- 27 INITIAL _ 
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TEST DATA SHEET DTP1241/1242
 
SEAL TEST PARA. 3.2.2
 
POST EtA- CY&Lni(- TEST 
SWITCH /Z /-/ SER. NO. Oawy 
PERFORM TEST PER DATP 1241
 
1. FINE LEAK TEST
 
METER READING r 4IKT,' . 
CONVERTED READING z Z 5O 
TIME / _--____ 
DATE .A _-,&'Z"
 
AMB. TEMP. X %
 
PASS _---" FAIL 	 INITIAL
 
2. 	 GROSS LEAK TEST
 
PASS 6-" FAIL
 
AMB. TEMP. 
DATE s kZZ 
TIME QoO 	 INITIAL 
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DATP 1241 Sheet 1 of2
 
REV: A DATE:
fATP
TEST DATA SHEET 	 P/N(K) :1241-i REV: SIN(K) 
PART NAME:POWER TRANSFER P/N(CUST) :N/A REV: iA S/N(CUST) :N/A 
SWITCH, MOTORIZED SPEC (CUST);REF. MC452-0036 REV: ti/A P.O.: 
FUNCTION REQUIREMENTS & ACTUAL DATA STAMP 
FINISH(CASE): Tinned per MIL-T-10727 Type I (Reflow 
& Fusion) 
TERMINALS: Barrier type per MIL-R-6106 
CONDITION: Complete Assembly free of detrimental 
defects
k VISUAL 

EXAMINATION DECALS: Nameplate (1)Test Warning(1)Terminal desig­
nations (8)Schematic (1)Polarity Symbols (3)
 
NAMEPLATE DATA: 	Item name,order no. ,mfg., date,
 
Teledyne Kinetxcs S/N,Teledyne Kin­
etics P/N, U.S.
 
HEIGHT,overall:3.50±.03 HOLES(4) :.218+.004-.002
 
HEIGHT,flanges:.69+.03 HOLE SPACING:2.625±.010
 
B DIMENSIONAL LENGTH,overall:3 .14±.03 HOLE SPACING:1.375_+.010
 
CHECK LENGTH,cover :2.02+.1 HOLE PAT.LOC:.25+.03
 
WIDTH,overall:2.16±.03 HOLE PAT.LOC:.39±.03 
WIDTH,flanges: .57±.03 STUDS(6): #6-32 
WEIGHT :l.15LB.MAX. STUDS(2): 1/4-28 
1.FINE: Leakage 	rate no greater than 10-cc/sec. xJ
 
SEAL TEST 2.GROSS: 	APzl atm, T=std. ambient, t=2 minutes rin. 
no continuous stream of bubbles. 
NOTE: Use inert liquid bath. 
TO NC POS TO NO POS 
OPERATING VOLTAGES: 22-40 VDC 
SIGNAL CIRCUIT BREAK: 2 MS MIN 
OPERATING @ 22 VDC before power circuit 
VOLTAGES, transfer 
_ _ AZ 
TIMING, SIGNAL 2 MS MIN 5fter.opwr. .ckt rif A, 
& CIRCUIT transfer, I/ 
MOTOR MAE, @ .2-MS MIN before motor -&.-
CURRENT 22 VDC cut-off ac tJo 
TESTS TOTAL OPERATING TIME: 85 MS MA 1 Y Z I 
MOTOR CURRENT: 6.8 AMPS MAX @ 
22 VDC 0 
FVOLTAGEDROP 15MV MAX @ 2 AMPS (DC) 11-121z 12-131 -J - AVG.gAVG. _ 
TESTS 1OMV MAX @ 25AMPS(DC)iAJ_-A2 I/ . L G. 
DIELECTRIC 
NO ARCING 
OR LEAKAGE @ i PW&SIGCKTSTOCASE 1< 
STRENGTH IN EXCESS OF 1000 PWR TO SIGNAL CIRCUITS 
TESTS 500 Microamps VRMS OPEN POSITION-PWR&SIG CKT 
@ MOT.CKTS TO CASE, PWR,SIG. 4 
500 CKTS. 
VEMS OPEN POSITION-MOT9R,,CKTS i 
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REV: DATE:
 
FUNCTION REQUIREMENTS & ACTUAL DATA STAMP
 
100 MEGS MIN PWR & SIG CKTS TO CASE
INSULATION @ PWR TO SIGNAL CIRCUIT 
 4< 
RESISTANCE 550 VDC OPEN POSITIONS-PWR&SG CKTSw 
TESTS 50 MEGS MIN @ NOT. TO CASE,PWR&STG.CKTS At___ 
100 ± 2 VDC OPEN POSITIONS-MOTOR CRT 
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TEST DATA 	SHEET DTP1241/1242
 
SEAL TEST 	 PAPA. 3.2.2 
POST _2t-L£9D TEST 
SWITCH/2-/--/ SER. NO. pco/ 
PERFORM TEST PER DATP 1241 
1. 	 FINE LEAK TEST 
METER READING e9c- U617//2 
CONVERTED READING /_ 
TIME _ _ _ _ _ _ 
DATE . 
AMB. TEMP. 
INITIAL
PASS 4___ FAIL 
2. 	GROSS LEAK TEST 
PASS _ FAIL 
AMB. TEMP. _, __-,,_ 
DATE ______ _ __/ 
TIME _._______,___PaINITeIAL 
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DEVL6t/ CAIT TJT 
EQUIPMENT 
DESCRIPTION AND MODEL NUMBER 
12 42 
LIST 
MAN-CFACTURER SER.NO. 
1,I"1acrcr - &,/p(--T,<LLIL) EI 
51/7-it, 
7-4 
/cr-t M , 
t4V 
'7I- 1 
8 /io 
Z-E/-t--
PV . iOS__ tJppNS& 
' LED,,!]E age 41
 
C 
A 

B 

* 

'7 	 DATP 1242 SHEET 1 of 
REV: A DATE: 
DATP TEST DATA SHEET P/N(K): 1242-1 REV: S/N(K):z
 
PART NAME:POWER TRANSFER P/N(CUST): N/A REV: V/A S/N(CUST): N/A
 
SWITCH, MOTORIZED SPEC(CUST):REF. MC452-0036 REV:n/P.O.:
 
FUNCTION 	 REQUIREMENTS & ACTUAL DATA STAMP
 
FINISH(CASE): Tinned per MIL-T-10727, Type I (Reflow &
 
Fusion)
 
VISUAL TERMINALS: 16 eyelet, solder type
 
EXAMINATION CONDITION: Complete Assembly free of detrimental d~fects
 
DECALS: Nameplate (1)Schematic Diagram (1) Terminal
 
designations (16) Polarity Symbols (3)
 
NAMEPLATE DATA: Item name,order no.,mfg.,date, Teledyne
 
Kinetics S/N, Teledyne Kinetics P/N U.S.
 
HEIGHT,overall:3.50 max. WIDTH,flanges:.56 + .03
 
HEIGHT,at cover:3.12 ± .03 HOLES (4): .203+.005-.002
 
DIMENSIONAL 	HEIGHT,at flange:l.97±.03 HOLE SPACING: 2.625 ± .010
 
CHECK 	 LENGTH,overall: 3.14 ± .03 HOLE SPACING: 1.375 ± .010
 
LENGTH,case: 2.00 ± .03 HOLE PAT. LOC(4-1: .31 ± .030
 
WIDTH,overall: 2.16 ± .03 THICKNESS,flanges: .080 ± .010
 
WIDTH, case: 2.02 ± .03 WEIGHT: 1.0 LB. MAX
 
SEAL TEST 	 1. FINE: Leakage rate no'greater than 10- 7cc/sec. U- i 
2. GROSS: tP=l atm, T=STD. ambient, t=2 minutes minimum
 
no continuous stream of bubbles.
 
NOTE: Use inert liquid bath.
 
ITO NC POS TO NO POS 
Operating Voltages: 22-40 VDC e 011 
Signal circuit "break": 0.5 MS 
min @ 22 VDC R/4 1st Pwr. "or
 
Aux. ckt occurence
 
Synchronization of Aux. ckts

D OPERATING occurances: 4 MS max. g 22VDC 2 - o 2 
VOLTAGES "All Break": 2 MS min @ 22 VDC - .. CC
 
TIMING SYNCHRONIZATION of Pwr. ckts
 
& occurences: 4MS max @ 22 VDC _ .5 2
 
MOTOR SIGNAL CKT 0.5MS min after last
 
CURRENT MAKE AT occurence Z /5"
 
TESTS .22 VDC -. ,2 MS min B/4 motor 9 ©
 
cut-off
 
TOTAL OPERATING TIME: 85 MS max
 
@,2 2 VDC 52Z _ _ _ _ 
MOTOR CURRENT:6.8 amps max @ 22 
@2 VDC 	 __~ c'c 1 6c__ 
2 AMP 32-33 	! l /I AVG: i/ 31-32 / // // 
VOLTAGE (DC) 13-14 /Z iz // AVG: AVG: ,,
 
DROP 6DM] 23-24 12 1/2 I AVG: /Z
 
TESTS M4 @ 5 AMP JA-A2 i s6 L AVG:g(%

(DC) B1-B2 	 AVG:AI6 7( 
ClC2 _ AVG:z 
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DATP 1242 SHEET 2 of 2
 
REV. DATE:
 
FUNCTION REQUIREMENTS & ACTUAL DATA STAMP "l' 
NO ARCING OR @500 OT.CKTS TO CASE, SIG -_A _ i___ 
F DIELECTRIC LEAKAGE IN VFMSPIOPEN POSITIONS-MOTOR CKTS 4,( 1j 
STRENGTH EXCESS OF 500 @ IPWR,AUX,&SIG CKTS TO CASE -
TESTS MICRO-AMIPS 1000 PWR TO PWR,AUX & SIG CKTS A 
POSITIONS) VRMISIOPEN POS-PWR, AUX;SIG CKTS 1
 
100 MEGOHMS MIN PWR, AUX & SIG CKTS TO CASE _ [ 
G INSULATION @ 550 VDC PWR TO PWR, AUX & SIG CKTS J) C 
RESISTANCE OPEN POS-PWR,AUX,SIGNAL CKTS io 
TESTS 50 MEGOHMS MIN MOTOR TO CASE, PWR,AUX,SIG CKTS 0 (W 
@ 100 2 VDC OPEN POSITIONS-MOTOR CKTS 
nmT-i@ cC / .Page S, 4-
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TEST DATA SHEET DTP1242
 
1242-1 SER. NO. e__/ 
TERMINAL -STRENGTH PARA. 3.2.5
 
VALUES OF FORCE 10 LB. ± 1 LB. PULL, 45 ± 50 FROM
 
TO BE APPLIED NORMAL AXIS, EACH TERMINAL
 
FOR 15 TO 30 PASS_ FAIL
 
SECONDS INITIAL DATE{/
 
RECORD VISUAL OBSERVATIONS OF TERM AND INSULATOR FOR EVIDENCE OF
 
DAMAGE
 
, | Page 44LEYNE 
INEIOS30 
TEST DATA 	SHEET DTP1241/1242
 
SEAL TEST 	PARA. 3.2.2
 
POST 72f2/%Q/Z r-pCA6:Iv6 TEST 
SWITCH /242 -V SER. NO. CCe2/ 
PERFORM TEST PER DATP 1241
 
1. 	FINE LEAK TEST 
METER READING ,p 
CONVERTED 	 READING 
TIME ____ 	 _ _ _ _ _ _ 
DATE 6 -/0- 7/
 
AMB. TEMP. ____- _ ___
 
PASS 61--- FAIL INITIAL C
 
2. GROSS 	LEAK TEST
 
PASS _ FAIL
 
AMB. TEMP. 7 c _
 
DATE d--7/ 
'TIME _____________INITIAL 
TELEDhrNE Page 45 
KINiETs 
_______ 
TEST DATA SHEET DTP1241/1242 
HIGH V1 LOW TEMPERATURE PARA. 3.2.S.1 
SWITCH/2d-/ SER. NO. 
VOLTAGE DROP 
A/- ci-PAc) 6ohv1@ 44-i) TEMP CYCLE, c a oc) ME DATE INITIAL 
1-72- 91-d)- cI-l2-4/-4Ifz/__ 
____ 
c20, 2._<_,?0,7~. ___--_. _ 1.-> a~ ?,C A7 v.,,rg., f'Jo / I 7<___, _ _ .. ,uy, 
2.- .Ml :z.$221 2.3I t sZ..
E-3.2 3,-7- 93 ?-, /'t-If;/Sr 3­
,5- .3 %4 3- , q z /0J -? I)
_ 
232.1 13 ,- u i 2__r7.6 _ .. _,2o __,_-23I7.T i9o l ,
<- 5W 5 /20 ,u23(?. j'-2 -3-9: q ;. //'/r 
23.9 >3. 2 94 ,j 9 111/20:. 2"1s !_ 
g, , 
23sIj, 3H IL . 5W'I42OS2'CJ Z 
' RECORD MRNSFE.R TIMXE AlD 'MOTOR CURRENT DURING LAST CYCLE OF 
_e_"l6t_OPEPRATION MroA ,"<_g- ' /lzr /" 
" T .L.DYI E I'a. e 46. 
TEST DATA SHEET DTP1241/1242 
HIGH TEMPERATURE (RE-ENTRY) PARA. 3.2.6.2 
SWITCH/Z2-/ SER. NO. 
2000 F AMBIENT FOR 15 MINUTES 
CYCLE SWITCH 5 TIMES AT 1 CPM 
@ 28 VDC 
T97- ThrS-7- o- 6 r/t# I!c C4.c 
APPLIED 
VOLTAGE 
VOLTS 
2 ,I,/ 
2 V 
_-' J I-'C I 
ACTUATOR 
CURRENT 
AMP 
--A 
C~ 2-- f A 
',- s-~lC i-t________ 
TRANSFER 
TIME 
MSEC 
.5 -­
N;"4,-,4 11 . 
,' 4,O 
TDMP TIME CYCLE 
/ 6F /'/o 'T I 
/.9?"& /.'vi Z, 
J97/-W /'4l-y/yi C 
DATE 
I 
/ 
INITIAL 
1 
,.2Y ,.6 .4 Pf-t Y"-2";,.1 /97/o: /'s',"le 3 ___ / 
-::? 3.­"/. P-e('e, S0 , "9 j;F,.., t t I 
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-%TLIE DYJiE 
KINETIOS 
TEST DATA 	SHEET DTP1241/1242
 
SEAL TEST PAPA. 3.2.2
 
POST// Fe/P6& 'IeJyITEST 
SWITCH/ .2--- SER. NO. cc&7 
PERFORM TEST PER DATP 1241
 
1. 	FINE LEAK TEST 
METER READING 6C/4/Z _ 
CONVERTED READING _ _ 
TIME 11- !X4 
DATE __________/
 
AMB. TEMP. __ _
 
PASS C--- FAIL 	 INITIAL 
2. 	GROSS LEAK TEST 
PASS 4,--' FAIL 
AMB. TEMP. _ _ _ _ 
DATE ,4t/yZ. 
TIME ____________INITIAL 	 j 1 
hTEL-EDYPc 	 Page 48 
KINETICS 
4 
______ 
TEST DATA SHEET DTP1241/1242
 
HIGH LOW TEIPERATURE PARA. 3.2.6.1
 
SWITCH /1'q--/ SER. NO. 
VOLTAGE DROP 
6 @.Ltp'b~g-/I'/ (P..) 4t ,,it/ c 2 /,4g c TEMP TIME CYCLE DATE INITIAL 
1 -, 6 9 C/-1 z3S - i/21/1 3,- - _
2.9',V .o, zo..f 3>7-I St,- 7,2- ?::,.:/,,, //.' o / /'...y, :'. 
/,3 /&,PS- /7,9 77 7,9 , 66 20 0 F I;u z­
/1, i/4,9 16.0 7, 6. .o -60 0F //',o 1 3-
I' s,17, 7.6 /&,3 2o 2 o , - //r. '/ 
1,7 j673 ?_ 0 	 -i'art/:o cs, C . 
/?. /?. (-.P 7,2- . 3--,t 12.rm ­
12,1 1/(. 2 . 2- 7,/ 4_3 L )2'20 
/7z /2,/1 /C." 2.c 6.2 2/Y- 9-­16 
17,.3;7,V /3 . 6.' 4 j -gt OF 9 
/7.1Z.- ,6.9 49 47 jj -tr( i,- /.7 
/7z 7- /6.91 _fo i6,7 6.? 6 4./ ///647 /6.& /4& 4K I.., ___,3 .__-__ /'___ 1_ _ _ _-._ __ 
/7. o /&.7 2I ? AC-/-C 2': /2. 
_H-' 4,7 
_: 1!- SvF 2'aO /
__, 	 _ ____, 
_____2
____, 	
__ 
17.0 j , /c.2- 1.2 I,4/ icF )"3o2. /, 
17,Ic 17,1 S,, 2,/1 " 6",Y -44.v? ; /4 
/,o , -81 'oo / 
/ 74 ;7,0 /6.3 73 20 fC.3 -AC0F 3'/'- /t 
17.1 16,6 1.8 1. I,3 	 _ 
12.0 /6,C /,n4 1 .9 6u,:. I, -AC-T/ E;30 /2 - _,, 1 
RECORD TRANSFER TIME AND MOTOR CURRENT DURING LAST CYCLE OFOPERATION /(,,2-j :- K ,7 5 ,J / 
5N? 	ELED 'E Page 49 
KINETICS 
TEST DATA 	SHEET DTP1241/1242
 
SEAL TEST 	PARA. 3.2.2
 
POST ZdW 	 7-! "P -TEST 
SWITCH /ZZ4--2 / SER. NO. 4 
PERFORM TEST PER DATP 1241 
1. FINE LEAK TEST
 
METER READITG ______
 
CONVERTED READING
 
TIME _
 
DATE 7/.
 
AMB. TEVIP. ___. ___
 
PASS t- FAIL 	 INITIAL 
2. 	GROSS LEAK TEST 
PASS _ FAIL 
AMB. TEMP. _________ 
DATE , - - Z/
 
TIME __ _ __ _INITIAL
 
W'7TELEDYNE Page 50 
KN ETIOS 
TEST DATA SHEET DTP1241/1242
 
TEMPERATURE CYCLING PAPA. 3.2.7
 
SWITCH /2--/ SER. NO. 
TEST PER MIL-STD-202, METHOD 102, CONDITION D EXCEPT HIGH TEMP.
 
SHALL BE 95 0 C (2000F)
 
DATE PERFORMED /5-1-- ?/ INITIAL __-_. 
TELEDYNE Page 51 
KINETOcS 
- -  
TEST DATA 	SHEET DTP1241/1242
 
SMAL TEST 	PARA. 3-2.2
 
POST f A-P C.CL/YV6 TEST 
SWITCH /2-j2-/ SER. NO- _____ 
PERFORM TEST PER DATP 1241
 
1- FINE LEAK TEST
 
METER READING ,0? 1 /
 
CONVERTED READING _A /t
 
TIME Z, :S2
 
DATE 16_ 7 -- _ _
 
AMB. TEMP. ___7_____h_
 
PASS 	 4,-' FAIL INITIAL V 
2. 	 GROSS LEAK TEST 
PASS _ FAIL 
.AMB. TEMIP 
DATE _ _ _ _ __-_ _ 
TIME __________ INITIAL 
'N'TELEDYNE 	 Page 52 
K.NETICS 
/t'&zn /t--U?b / . -z6/ /2. - / 
CIITa>z5E5 E7LW 
j ,6 t -. tt r -V/ , 
UELED"NE Page 53KIM-'V"lOS 
DATP 1242 SHEET 1 of 2
 
REV: A DATE:
 
DATP TEST DATA SHEET P/N(K) : 1242-1 REV: S/N(K): ffi 
PART NAME:POWER TRANSFER P/N(CUST): N/A REV: V/A S/N(CUST): N/A 
SWITCH, MOTORIZED SPEC(CUST):REF. MC452-0036 REV:tN/A P.O.: 
FUNCTION 	 REQUIREMENTS & ACTUAL DATA STA-MP
 
FINISH(CASE): 	Tinned per MIL-T-10727, Type I (Reflow &
 
Fusion)
 
A. 	VISUAL TERMINALS: 16 eyelet, solder type
 
EXAMINATION CONDITION: Complete Assembly free of detrimental defects
 
DECALS: Nameplate (1)Schematc Diagram (1) Terminal
 
designations (16) Polarity Symbols (3)
 
NAMEPLATE DATA: Item name,order no.,mfg.,date, Teledyne
 
Kinetics S/N, Teledyne Kinetics P/N U.S.
 
HEIGHT,overall:3.50 max. WIDTH,flanges:.56 + .03
 
HEIGHT,at cover:3.12 ± .03 HOLES (4): .203+.005-.002
 
DIMENSIONAL HEIGHT,at flange:l.97±.03 HOLE SPACING: 2.625 ± .010
 
CHECK LENGTH,overall: 3.14 ± .03 HOLE SPACING: 1.375 ± .010
 
LENGTH,case: 2.00 ± .03 -HOLE PAT. LOC(4): .31 ± .030
 
WIDTH,overall: 2.16 ± .03 THICKNESS,flanges: .080 ± .010
 
WIDTH, case: 2.02 ± .03 WEIGHT: 1.0 LB. MAX
 
SEAL TEST 1. FINE: Leakage rate no greater than 10- 7 cc/sec. 	 is
 
2. 	 GROSS: AP=l atm, T=STD. ambient, t=2 minutes minimum 
no continuous stream of bubbles.
 
NOTE: Use inert liquid bath.
 
To 	NC POS TO NO POS
 
Operating Voltages: 22-40 VDC 
Signal circuit "break": 0.5 MS
 
min @ 22 vc R/4 1st Pwr. or
 
Aux. ckt occurence
 
Synchronization of Aux. ckts 	 -
D 	OPERATING occurances: 4 MS max. @ 22VDC /" 
VOLTAGES "All Break": 2 MS min @ 22 VDC I 7 I 7 
TIMING SYNCHRONIZATION of Pwr. ckts 
& occurences: 4MS max @ 22 VDCI- 3 _ _ 
MOTOR SIGNAL CKT 0.5MS min after last 
CURRENT MAKE AT occurence ,CC 
TESTS, 22WVDC cut-off--. 2 MS min B/4 motor 1i5 
TOTAL OPERATING TIME: 85 MS max­
@ 22 VDC ,Z 
MOTOR CURRENT:6.8 amps max @ 22 
@2 AMP 32-33 	 L 1 91 /1 AVG:9j 31-32.,o j6 o 
E 	VOLTAGE (DC) 13-14 /&2 AVG:9 l AVG: __ 
DROP M\/ ___ 23-24 /) [ I AVG : 
TESTS M A> @ 5 AMP A1-A2 ,,,S 7 j 3IZ 	 AVG:,T © (DC) ]Bt-B2 zJzZ J AVG :Z,4 
PeC2 42 
._ 
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DATP 1242 SHEET 2 of 2
 
REV- DATE:
 
FUNCTION REQUIRENIENTS & ACTUAL DATA STAMP $'
 
NO ARCING OR @500 MOT.CKTS TO CASE, PWR,AUX,SIG.

F DIELECTRIC LEAKAGE IN VRMS, ,OPEN POSITIONS-MOTOR CKTS 	 f/,____ 
STRENGTH EXCESS OF 500 @ PWRAUXZ&SIG CKTS TO CASE
 
TESTS MICROAMPS 1000 1PWR TO PWR,AUX & SIG CKTS
 
(BOTH POSITIONS) VEMS&OPENq POS-PWR, AUX.SIG CKTS
 
100 MEGOHMS MIN PWR, AUX & SIG CKTS TO CASE
 
G 	 INSULATION @ 550 VDC PWR TO PWR, AUX & SIG CKT)S1 4'
 
RESISTANCE OPEN POS-PWR,AUX,SIGNAL CKTS
 
TESTS 50 MEGOHMS MIN MOTOR TO CASE, PWR,AUX,SIG CKTS 1_<I2CT®
 
@ 100 ± 2 VDC OPEN POSITIONS-MOTOR CKTS 
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NOTICES'
 
When Governmient drawings, specifications, or
 
other data are used for any purpose other
 
than in connection with a definitely related
 
Government procurement operation, the United
 
States Government thereby incurs no responsi­
bility nor any obligation whatsoever; and the
 
fact that the Government may have formulated,
 
furnished, or in any way supplied the said
 
drawings, specifications, or other data, is
 
not to be regarded by implication or otherwise
 
as in any manner licensing the holder or any
 
other person or corporation, of conveying any
 
rights or permission to manufacture, use, or
 
sell any patented invention that may) in any
 
way, be related thereto;
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-ADMINISTRATIVE DATA 
PURPOSE OF TEST 
The purpose of this document is to define the procedures used
 
and the data recorded during Development.Testing of one (1)
 
each Power Transfer Switches, Part Numbers 1241-1 and 1242-1,
 
when tested in accordance with reference Document 2 and required
 
by reference Document 1.
 
MANUFACTURER
 
Kinetics
 
A Teledyne Company
 
410 S. Cedros Avenue
 
Solana Beach, CA 92075
 
PART NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION
 
The 	Power Transfer Switches are motor driven and their respec­
tive part numbers are 1241-1 and 1242-1. The 1241-1 Switch
 
contains two poles, one single throw rated at 75 amps and one
 
double throw rated at 2 amps. The 1242-1 Swicch contains
 
six p6les, three single throw rated 5 amps and three sihigle
 
throw rated at 2 amps.
 
APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
 
1. 	Kinetics Purchase Order Number 56813, dated 6/16/71.
 
2. 	Kinetics Development Test Procedure Number DTP1241/1242,
 
dated 3/9/71.
 
QUANTITY OF SAMPLES
 
One.each of Part Number 1241-1 and 1242-1 were submitted for test.
 
SECURITY CLASSIFICATION
 
Unclassified
 
DATE TESTING COMPLETED
 
6/22/71
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ADMINISTRATIVE DATA (cont'd)
 
TESTING CONDUCTED BY
 
Approved Engineering-Test Labs..
 
1431 Potrero Avenue
 
-South El Monte, CA 91733
 
Vibration Department
 
DISPOSITION OF TEST SAMPLES
 
Returned to manufacturer for further evaluation.
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